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1.1 About Fluid Finance

About FluidFluid Finance
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Founded in 2021, Fluid is a financial alternative 
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland.  
All shareholder capital is held in ETH.


Fluid Finance is a revolutionary new approach  
to finance, built for the digital age. 


We’ve integrated all the benefits of 
with all the benefits of the  –  
within one app directly linked to your Web3 Wallet.


Fluid Finance is open to anyone, globally. 

traditional finance 
digital world

“ A banking alternative, bringing traditional finance together  
with blockchain. No more issues with my bank to on/off ramp to crypto.  

They are backed by an active community and very responsive themselves.


@Gerrie

G
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01.
Steep learning curve for 

casual users who want to 
benefit from higher yield

02.
Low yield for users  

on the traditional banking 
ecosystem

03.
Reluctance of traditional 

banks to get involved with 
anything crypto-related: 
difficult to on/off-ramp

04.
Traditional banking 
system is old, slow  

and expensive

01.
Easy access to investment 

products, coupled  
with seamless access to  

the world of DeFi, all  
in a single interface

02.
Elimination of  

“middle man institutions” 
and unfair profit sharing: 
real sharing of our profits 

with our users

03.
Fluid lives in harmony 
with the crypto world  
and allows easy on/off 

ramping from its  
financial app

04.
Creation of the Fluid 

Account and its digital 
currencies

1.2 Current bank system problem and Fluid solution
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05.
Certain areas of the world 
are excluded completely 

from the traditional 
banking system

06.
Bare bones insurance  

for bankruptcy on a small  
amount of the client's 

capital

07.

Hidden costs: highly 
opaque system

08.
The bank client is an 

expendable object, not 
valued at all

05.

Free/instant/for everyone 
around the world

06.
Safeguarded client funds 

including coverage for 
theft, fraud and 

bankruptcy


07.

Radical transparency with 
our community

08.
Be part of a real 

movement where the 
community is the center 

of our project

1.2 Current bank system problem and Fluid solution



1.3 Our Team
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Robert Sharratt

Founder - CEO 

@res_fluid

Alex Vik

Chairman

Jon Elek

Chief Storytelling Officer

Igor Minin

Chief Technology Officer

Nikolay Tyunev

Chief Product Officer

Our team currently consists of more than 70 people spread across Europe, Africa, Asia and North America. From 
top-tier computer scientists, coders, and engineers to some of the best minds in marketing, strategy, law, banking, 

design and video production. Fluid Finance is an incredible collection of talent.
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1.4 Mobile and web app

Our main goal: offer one easy interface to manage all 
your finances, from sending money for free, instantly, 
globally to easily buy and sell crypto or stocks or invest 
in DeFi through one app.


You can find our services on our web app which offers 
all our services for now and also on the mobile app that 
is still in development.

One easy interface to manage them all. >:-)

You can try Fluid Now!

     Google Play      App Storeapp.fluid.ch



2.1 Fluid  and productsCeFi DeFi 
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 SEPA/Swift transfers 
enable

 Receive an IBA

 Drag and Drop FX 
feature for world and 
digital currencies  
(GBP, CHF, EUR, USD)

Traditional Account

 The world’s newest 
crypto on/off ramp: 
faster and cheape

 FluidSwap - buy/sell 
every crypto on 
Arbitrum and soon on 
ETH mainne

 Connect your Web3 
Wallet

 Fluid runs on Arbitrum, 
a Layer 2 scaling 
solution for Ethereum

Buy and Sell Crypto

 Active and passive 
rewards through our 
secure DeFi savings 
product

 “One click” investment 
in app to easily buy and 
sell crypt

 Recurring buy optio

 New DAO giving an 
easy access to some of 
the best DeFi features

Multiple DeFi features

 Earn 4% target profit 
share on your deposits,  
completely protected

 Send digital cash for 
free, instantly, 
anywhere  
in the world

 Spend your digital cash  
on a debit car

 Privileged access to 
some of the best TradFi 
investment (Arb Funds)

Fluid Account
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Top up
Sell  local currency 


buy dollars

System 
Options

Transform
Sell dollars buy  
local currency

Profits

Shared

Arbitrage focus

01. Currency constraints

02. On-chain anomalies vs fiat price

Community of users

2.2 Arb Fund 
How it works 



2.2 Arb Fund | Integrations

Fluid Products | Arb FundFluid Finance

Fluid is uniquely positioned to capture the arbitrage in targeted markets

Payment systems

Card systems

Crypto

Bank systems

SKN 
(Indonesia)

RIX

(Sweden)

NICS 
(Norway)

Currencies

DUSD



2.2 Arb Fund | Risk and mitigation plans

Fluid Products | Arb FundFluid Finance

Risks


 User

 Marke

 Technolog

 Regulator

 Partners

Mitigation

 Fluid takes arb profits upfron

 Time limited exposur

 Country/currency diversificatio

 Community buildin

 Regulated approach
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Fund class a - Terms and structure

Fluid Products | Arb FundFluid Finance

Entity


Investment objective   


Currency denomination


Target annual IRR


Minimum investment


Management fee


Incentive fee


Voting rights


Minority protection 


Lock up


Redemptions/sale


Dividends 


Listing (planned)

Cayman Islands exempted company


The Fund will seek to exploit price 
differentials between fiat and crypto 
currencies to deliver exceptional risk 
adjusted return to investors.  


USD    DUSD


42.5%


$1.00


2.5%


30%


Yes


Yes


Until Fund launch (expected 3 months)


Unrestricted (after Fund launch)


All net proceeds expected to  
be paid out as dividends to holders. 


CSX      Crypto      In app exchange

Criteria
 Term


Class A

These shares will

be tokenized and 

tradeable. 

General investors

Class B

Will receive bonus 
Class A shares on 

launch.

Founder Investors

Class C

No tokens.  
Will receive  

fees. 

Investment manager

Share classes

Investment manager

Administrator

Custodian

Fluid Finance  
Arbitrage

Fund Limited

Cayman Islands

Investment 

advisor

2.2 Arb Fund
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Dividends    

Lock-up      

Bonus shares   


Cap

Convertible into 1.25x-2x Class A shares 
at any time after Fund launch 


Until Fund launch (expected Q1 2023)   

   

First 25m FAF sold = 2x 
Next 15m FAF sold = 1.5x 
Final 10m FAF sold = 1.25x


Note: subsequent sales of FAF after launch = 1x
 

USD 50 million

Criteria
 Term


All other terms the same as Class A shares

2.2 Arb Fund Founder Investor -  
Terms and structure

Investment Agreement

Shareholder rights & protections

Fluid Finance Arbitrage Fund Limited Cayman Islands

use of 
Funds

Liquidity
37,800,000 USD | 75.6%

Infrastructure
10,000,000 USD | 20.0%

Marketing
1,000,000 USD | 2.0%

Community
1,000,000 USD | 2.0%

Establishment
200,000 USD | 0.4%

Total 50,000,000

Founder Investors

12



2.2 Arb Fund | Next steps

Fluid Products | Arb FundFluid Finance
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3

Subscription  
Agreement

4

Funding, share/token  
allocation

Confidentiality  
Agreement

1

Management call,  
Q&A

2
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2.3 Digital Cash
(DUSD - DEUR - DCHF  - DGBP)

Our digital cash is a digital representation of fiat  
money on a one-to-one basis - it is real money.


Digital cash “lives” in two worlds:  
   on the  (off-chain, for everyone)  
   in  (on-chain, for crypto users).


Digital cash on the Fluid Account ( ) is like fiat 
and can be used to: earn up to 4% APY on your deposits 
daily, be spent on your cards anywhere, exchanged for 
world currencies and be sent instantly, for free, globally.


While the digital cash ( ) is our new version  
of the “stablecoin", used to buy and sell cryptos  
and to invest in DeFi saving products.

Fluid Account

off-chain

DeFi

on-chain

????

“ Best on/off-ramp for crypto with the added 
benefit of native digital cash that is 1:1 pegged by the dollar.


@Alex



Want more info about Bakery Finance? 

Check: Bakery.Finance 

Current projects in DeFi are mostly split between hundreds, even 

thousands of different protocols.  

This is far too complex for beginners, requiring a solid experience 

in crypto: it's not transparent and it’s not user-friendly. 


It’s time to merge the best of DeFi and CeFi into a single entity.



Bakery Finance has been created to simplify financial 

opportunities whether you’re a person or a big institution.  

We will give to standard companies the opportunity to offer their 

users DeFi products in a simple and  

secure way, directly through their own interfaces.  

Bakery will integrate RWA (Real World Assets) and exploit their 

advantages directly on-chain 


Fluid Products | About Bakery Finance DAOFluid Finance

2.4 About Bakery Finance DAO
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https://bakery.finance/
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3.1 $FLUID Tokenomics

$FLUID tokens represent a participation in Fluid Finance SA, a 
registered Swiss company.


There is a total of 140,935,618 Fluid tokens.  
The vast majority of tokens (75.2%) are locked up for at least 4 
years.


These tokens come from the Founder (100% of tokens locked up for 4 
years) and the Chairman (80% of tokens locked up for 4 years).


The team tokens are locked for up to 2 years.  
It is planned that team tokens will have the same restrictions as the 
Founder and Chairman, meaning that team members can vote and 
sell tokens but not into crypto pools.   

Including Founder, Chairman and team tokens, it is possible that  
89% of the tokens may never be made available in crypto pools. 

How to buy $FLUID? 

Check: fluid.ch/fluid-token 

Holders
Founder

85,235,104	

60.5%

Pool
395,000


0.3%

Community
9,398,896	

6.7%

Chairman
25,906,618	

18.4%

Team
20,000,000

14.2%

Unlocks



Founder


Chairman


Team


Community


Pool



Total


Circulating supply


Cumulative

2022


Now


0


5,147,124


0


9,398,896


395,000



14,941,020


14,941,020


10.6%

Oct 2023


Year 1


0


0


5,000,000


0


0



5,000,000


19,941,020


14.1%

Oct 2024


Year 2


0


0


15,000,000


0


0



15,000,000


34,941,020


24.8%

Oct 2025


Year 3


0


0


0


0


0



0


34,941,020


24.8%

Oct 2026


Year 4


85,235,104


20,759,494


0


0


0



105,994,598


140,935,618


100%16

https://fluid.ch/fluid-token/
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3.2 Benefits for TOKEN holders

Different limits and tiers are set to maximize the benefits to buy and hold $FLUID tokens.

6.   Dividends (planned)

5. Higher deposit limits on the  
Fluid Account saving products

 Lower fees on DeFi savings products4.

 Community airdrops 3.

 Exclusive access to products 2.

 Reduced fees on crypto & financial services 1.
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FLUID Tier Levels

Tier



Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking



 


From ($FLUID))



0

1


1,000

10,000

50,000

150,000




To ($FLUID)



0

999


9,999

49,999

149,999


>150,000




Note: the percentage fee is calculated on any profit after withdrawal.

Lower fees on DeFi savings products

20.00%

20.00%

15.00%

13.00%

12.00%

10.00% 

On-chain

20.00%

20.00%

15.00%

13.00%

12.00%

10.00%

Custodial

20.00%

20.00%

15.00%

13.00%

12.00%

10.00%

On-chain

20.00%

20.00%

15.00%

13.00%

12.00%

10.00%

CustodialTier

Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking

Aave Balancer

Reduced fees on crypto purchases


Tier



Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking

Mint



0.50%

0.50%

0.45%

0.40%

0.375%

0.35%

Redeem



1.00%

0.75%

0.70%

0.65%


0.625%

0.60%

FluidSwap



0.50%

0.50%

0.40%

0.33%

0.25%

0.20%

Custodial



3.50%

2.50%

2.25%

2.00%

1.75%

1.50%

18

Note: Every three points earned in the GoFluid Ambassador program are equivalent to holding one Fluid token for tier levels.
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Exclusive access to products 

Tier



Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking



 


Solid Gold  
Card


No

No

No

No

No

Yes




Concierge 



No

No

No

No

No

Yes




Priority 

Support


No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes




Relationship 

Manager 

No

No

No

No

No

Yes




Event 

Access 


No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes




Merch



No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes




GoFluid



No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes




Cash 

Back 


No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes




Higher deposit limits on the Fluid 
Account saving products

Tier


Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking




DUSD


$1,000

$1,000

$5,000

$10,000

$20,000

$50,000




DEUR


€1,000

€1,000

€5,000

€10,000

€20,000

€50,000 

DGBP


£1,000

£1,000

£5,000

£10,000

£20,000

£50,000




DCHF


₣1,000

₣1,000

₣5,000

₣10,000

₣20,000

₣50,000




Reduced fees on financial services

Top-up ATM charges Transfers

Basic

FluidFam

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Private banking



 


Tier

£0.30

£0.30

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00




UKFP

€0.35

€0.35

€0.00

€0.00

€0.00

€0.00




SEPA

€1.00

€1.00

€0.00

€0.00

€0.00

€0.00




SEPA

Instant

5.00%

3.00%

2.50%

2.00%

1.50%

1.10%




Via Card

£1.75

£1.75

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00




Charged

to users

Note: SWIFT charges vary by recipient country.

19



4.1 Partner information
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KYC

Sumsub is our KYC provider, it allows 
users to scan all types of identity 
documents including passports,  
driver licences, residence permits  
and ID cards to onboard onto our 
system automatically. It collects all 
data and provides a portal to manage 
it along with APIs to monitor the 
statuses of user KYC.


Sumsub also runs a lot of internal 
background checks for the onboarded 
customers to prevent fraud.

Bank Partners

CurrencyCloud is our biggest banking 
services partner. We use it to provide our 
customers with unique IBANs which allows 
wire transfers for SWIFT, SEPA or UK Faster 
Payments. Both for top ups of accounts with 
Fluid, and to send money externally too.


We also use it to exchange 32 different 
currencies (currently 4 are available in-app).

Bond is our banking provider in the U.S. They 
provide all the functionalty for US user.  
This includes FDIC-insured accounts, 
including KYC (personal), AML, allow ACH  
for incoming transfers and sending money.


Card compatibility with ApplePay and 
Google Pay.

Coming Soon: Yapeal is our bank partner  
in Switzerland.


They provide all the banking coverage for 
Switzerland and it's own KYC which 
complies with all the Swiss regulations.


Card compatibility with ApplePay and 
Google Pay.

different 
currencies32$ €



4.2 Partner information

Partner information | Open banking, Card top up, AML and complianceFluid Finance

Card top up

Trust Payments provide us with 
possibilities to collect card payments, 
so that we allow user to top up their 
traditional and Fluid accounts using 
cards. TrustPayments also support 
Apple Pay and Google Pay.

21

Coming Soon: Tink provides us 
with an option for a user to 
connect and directly debit 
their bank account in their 
existing bank in EEA and UK.

Coming Soon: Plaid provides 
us with an option for a user to 
connect and directly debit 
their bank account in their 
existing bank in United 
States.

Open banking

Comply Advantage is our AML 
and KYT provider, which 
detects unusual and 
potentially fraudulent activity 
for all user transactions.

MerkleScience is our AML and 
KYT provider for all on-chain 
activity. We verify all the user 
wallets that connect to our 
system to see if they were 
involved in any fraudulent 
activity and we monitor their 
activity afterwards.

AML and compliance
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Notifications

Kraken is our OTC partner to 
buy and sell easily some of the 
most important 
cryptocurrencies. 

Coming Soon: Bricknode 
provides us with the stock 
broker capabilities and allows 
us to buy and sell stocks to 
the users. We’ll start with 
TSLA stock first.

Investments

SendGrid is our provider to send customer emails including 
marketing information and security notifications.

SendGrid  is our provider to send customer  
security push notifications.

Twilio is our provider to send customer  
security SMS notifications.



4.4 partner information DeFi 
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We have created an ERC-20 token which is a 1:1 
representation of USD that we hold in a treasury 
account. A Fluid user is able to mint and redeem from 
the fiat world onto the blockchain. This can be 
extended to represent other types of real world assets 
on-chain.

Paraswap is a decentralised exchange aggregator. It 
sits on-top of multiple exchanges and can route the 
user through the best combination to receive the most 
assets in the trade. We have integrated this into our 
web-app and this allow users to trade a wide range of 
assets for DUSD.

We have a liquidity pool on the decentralised 
exchange Balancer, where DUSD is paired against DAI 
(an over-collaterised stablecoin). Through the Balancer 
interface this allows users to trade DUSD for many 
other tokens on Arbitrum.

We have created an "Aave Vault" which allows users  
to deposit DAI/DUSD (which will be transformed  
in aArbDAI) to earn passive income in a semi custodial 
way. Through our Fluid interface in a click they will be 
able to deposit. The income is coming from the 
borrowing taxes.

Our equity shares are deployed as ERC-20 tokens on the blockchain, 
Registered Fluid (rFLUID). 

Coming Soon: we have a liquidity pool on Uniswap which pairs our Fluid token 
against Ethereum, allowing anyone to buy and sell Fluid tokens, and also 
provide liquidity. This is currently hosted on Sushiswap on Arbitrum.
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6.1 Useful links

Linktr: linktr.ee/fluid_fi


Telegram: t.me/fluid_fi 


Twitter: @fluid_fi


Discord: fluid.ch/discord

Medium: medium.com/fluidfi


Youtube: youtube.com/c/fluidfi


Website: fluid.ch


Web app: app.fluid.ch
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